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Abstract. In this paper, unified approach for solving multi- objective optimization 
problem is introduced. The approach is based on the Reference Direction (RD) method 
introduced by Narula et al. [14], and the Attainable Reference Point (ARP) method 
introduced by Wang et al. [19]. This approach improves the performance of the ARP 
method by using the initial weak efficient solution of the RD method that is to improve 
the weights in the Lexicographic weighted Techebycheff program. The weights in the 
unified approach are constructed through the ARP and the weak efficient solution.  A 
numerical example is given in the sake of the paper to clarify the obtained results.  
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1. Introduction 
Multi-objective optimization problem (MOP) has become famous among many 
researchers due to more practical and realistic applications. In general, there is no single 
optimal solution in multi- objective problems, but rather a set of non- inferior (or pareto 
optimal) solutions from which the DM must select the most preferred solution as the one 
to implement (Cohon et al. [3]). The generation of the entire non- inferior solution set is 
not practical for most real world problems.   
    Most multi- objective methods are based on interaction between a decision maker 
(DM) and the mathematical model of the problem under consideration. A typical 
interactive method exhibits a hierarchical structure composed of an analysis level, which 
comprises the solution of some auxiliary single objective optimization problem, and 
decision level, at which the DM tries to induce the analysis level to generate a solution 
that optimizes his (her) preference function (Hwang and Masud [12], and  Chankong and 
Haimes [2]). 
     Multi-objective optimization methods can be classified according to the DM influence 
in the optimization process (Hwang and Masud [12]): 
1. Methods where DM does not provide information (no- preference methods) 
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2. Methods where a posteriori information is used (posteriori methods) 
3. Methods where a priori information is used (priori methods) 
4. Methods where progressive information is used (interactive methods). 
    Since the pioneer interactive method for solving multi-objective nonlinear 
programming (MONLP) problem is given by Geoffrion et al. [9], many researchers have 
developed numerous interactive algorithms for solving multi- objective optimization 
problems (Aksoy et al. [1]) and Gradiner and Steuer  [8]).  
    The main difference of the algorithms lies in their techniques for arriving to a final 
solution. Typically, a technique can be categorized into two classes (Sawaragi et al. [16]): 
Class 1: An interactive optimization method, and 
Class 2: An interactive satisfactory method 
   
    The Tchebycheff method is suggested in Steuer [17,18] that the sampling of the pareto 
optimal set works in the most unbiased way if the ranges of the objective function values 
over the pareto optimal set are approximately the same. The reference point introduced 
by Wierzbicki [20] is based on a reference point aspiration levels. The reference point is a 
feasible or infeasible or desirable in the objective space which is reasonable desirable to 
the DM. The reference point is used to derive achievement scalarizing functions having 
minimal solutions at weakly, −ε properly or pareto optimal points. In this method, 
generating pareto optimal solutions is based on reference points, not on value functions or 
weighting vectors. No specific assumptions are based on the the problem to be solved. 
The satisficing trade- off method presented by Nakayama [13] is as follows:    
    After a weekly or a properly pareto solution has been obtained by optimizing a 
scalarizing function, it is presented to the DM. On the basis of this transformation(s) he 
(she) is used to classify the objective functions into three classes: the unacceptable 

objective function whose values he(she) wants to improve )( <I , the acceptable objective 

whose values he(she) agrees to relax (impair) and the acceptable )( >I objective functions 

whose values he(she) accepts as they are ()=I  (such that ><= ∪= III ). The reference 
direction method presented by Narula et al. [14] is based on a reference directions , and it 
needs to minimize a series of achievement scalarizing problems at each iteration 
according to several values of the parameters α   ( )10 ≤≤α  according to the DM 
wishes. The solution of each achievement scalarizing problem is weakpareto optimal 
solution. To obtain only efficient solution, it is needed to solve a single objective 
surrogate problem. There is no stopping rule, and the iteration process stops according to 
the DM wishes. Wang et al. [19] proposed an interactive algorithm namely, the 
Attainable Reference Point method. This method uses the Lexicgraphic Weighted 
Techebycheff programming problem, in which the weighting vector is constructed 
through the Attainable Reference Point and the ideal point. This ensures the efficiency of 
the solution. The role of the DM is to compare the solution with the ideal point, and the 
reference point if the solution is not satisfactory he (she) chooses an unsatisfactory 
objective function and modify the reference values of the some satisfactory objectives. A 
new reference value for the unsatisfactory objective is reached after the solution of an 
auxiliary problem. Sadrabadi and Sadjadi [15] developed a new algorithm based on a new 
approach to solve the MOP by starting from utopian point, which is usually infeasible, 
and moving towards the feasible region via stepwise movement and a simple continuous 
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interaction with DM. De and Yadav [5] proposed an algorithm for solving multi- 
objective assignment problem through interactive fuzzy programming approach.  
Deshpande et al. [6] proposed a new method say, pareto front approximation method for 
multi-objective optimization problems with bound constraints. Fadil et al. [7] created a 
probabilistic multi- objective optimization model which described the aircraft trajectory 
uncertain.  Das and Roy [4] proposed computational algorithm to solve MONLP problem 
with single valued neutrosophic data. Hakanen et al. [11] introduced efficient 
optimization techniques for solving multi- objective optimization problems arising for 
simulated moving bad processes. Ghaznaki et al. [10] studied multi- objective 
programming problem and proposed a scalarizing problem for it and also introduced the 
relation between the optimal solution of the scaralizing problem and the weakly efficient 
solution as properly efficient.   
    This paper deals with unified approach for solving multi- objective nonlinear 
programming problem. The approach is combined with the Reference Direction (RD) 
introduced by Narula et al. [14] and the Attainable Reference Point (ARP) method 
introduced by Wang et al. [19] In the unified approach, we still starting with a weak 
efficient solution as the first step and use the corresponding objective values to improve 
the weighting coefficients of the augmented Lexicographic Weighted Tchebycheff 
problem and hence modify the reference point in the case of an unsatisfactory solution for 
the decision maker (DM) he (she) wishes.  
     The remainder of the paper is organized as in the following five sections: In section2, 
multi- objective optimization problem (MOP) is introduced as specific definition and 
properties. In section 3, a unified approach for solving the MOP is presented. In section 
4, a numerical example is given to clarify the suggested unified approach introduced in 
section3. Finally, some concluding remarks are reported in section 5.  
 
2. Problem formulation and solution concept 
     Consider the following multi- objective optimization problem 

     T
k

Gx
xfxfxfxZ ))(),...,(),(()(min 21=

∈
                                                                    (1)                                                                 

Where, x  is a −n  dimensional vector of decision variables, nRG ⊂  is the  feasible set 
of the decision variables, and kixf i ,...,3,2,1),( = are m distinct  real -valued functions. 

Is assumed that:  

1. The feasible region of decision variables nRG ⊂   is non- empty and compact. 

2. kixf i ,...,3,2,1),( = , are continuous functions. 

 

Definition 1. (Wang et al. [19]).  Let T
kffff ),...,,( 21=  be an attainable reference 

point ( kiff ii ,...,3,2,1, =≥  and f  may be feasible or infeasible) for the problem (1), 

and .* Gx ∈  

1. *x  is said to be reference efficient  solution of problem (1) if *x is an efficient 

solution of problem (1) and .)( * fxf ≤  
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2. A point *x  is said to be satisfactory reference solution of problem (1) if *x  is 

reference efficient solution of problem (1) and )( *xf is satisfactory for the DM. 
 

3. Unified approach 
The steps of the unified approach to obtain a satisfactory solution for the MOP (1) can be 
summarized as in the following steps: 

 

Step 1:  Calculate a starting point ∧x  that is by solving the following problem: 
     ,...,,2,1, kiMax i =λ  

                    
.0,

,...,,2,1);(

RGx

kixf

i

ii

∈≤∈
=∀≤

λ
λ

                                                                  (2) 

Denote the corresponding objective vector by∧f , go to step2. 
 
Step 2:  Give an initial reference point.  DM specifies  an initial reference point (Wang et 

al. (2001)), kRf ∈ such that ∧> i
o

i ff  for every ....,,2,1 ki =  Let 

.},...,,2,1{ JJkJ O ==  Let the iteration counter ,0=h  and go to step3. 
 

Step 3:  Search for a reference efficient solution. Let 

  ∧−
=

i
h

i

h
i

ff
W

1
, =i ,...,,3,2,1 k and                                                                             (3)                                             

go to step 4. 
 

Step 4: Search for a reference non- efficient solution that is by solving the following 
Lexicographic Weighted Tchebycheff programming problem with the calculating weights 

and    ,...,,2,1, kif i =∧  as 

         kifxfLex iii ,...,3,2,1},)(,{min =− ∧α  

              Subject to 

          
RGx

kifxfW

i

iii
h

i

∈≤∈

=∀≤− ∧

α

α

0,

,...,,3,2,1;)(
                                                 (4) 

To obtain an optimal solution hx  and the corresponding objective vectorhf , and go to 
step 5. 
 
Step 5: The determination of termination. There exist three cases: 

             Case 1: If the DM is satisfied with the corresponding objective )( hh xff = , 
stop- the satisfactory solution has been found by this method. 
 

             Case 2: If there is no satisfactory objectivehf , stop- there is no satisfactory 
solution can be found by this method. 
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             Case 3: If there are some satisfactory objectives, ask the DM to select one of 
such objective and the amount f∆ to be sacrificed (decreased) in exchange for an 
improvement of some unsatisfactory objective. 
     
Step 6: If kh = , stop- no satisfactory solution can be found by this method. Otherwise, 
set 1+= hh , go to step 7. 
 
Step 7: The modification of the reference point 

(i) The DM selects any he  in hJ such that 
hef is an unsatisfactory objective in 

}:{ h
i Jif ∈  at .hf  Let }.{/1

h
hh eJJ =+ Separate 1+hJ  into the following 

two parts: 

         Part 1: h
i

h
i

hh ffJiJ <∈= + :{ 1
1  and the DM wishes to release the value of if  at    

}.hf  

Part 2: ./ 1
1

2
hhh JJJ +=  

(ii)  For hJi 1∈  the DM presents h
i∆ , the amount to be relaxed for if at hf , such 

that .0 h
i

h
i

h
i ff −≤∆<  Let .1 h

i
h

i
h

i ff ∆+=+  For ,/ 1+∈ hh JJi  let 

.1 h
i

h
i ff =+  

(iii)  In the case h
i

h
i ff =+1  for all },{/ h

h eJi ∈  return to (i), to separate 1+hJ  

once again or return to (ii) to increase the amount to be relaxed for some 

)( 1
h

i Jif ∈  at hf , if the DM wishes to do so. In the case that h
i

h
i ff ≠+1  for 

some }{/ h
h eJi ∈ , go to (iv). 

(iv) Let ,,...,,2,1,, 1'
h

h
iih eikiffee ≠=== + and solve the following auxiliary 

problem 
 

        Min )(xf e  

       Subject to 

                                              eikifxf ii ≠=≤ ,...,,2,1,)( '                                           (5) 

 .Gx ∈                                                             

To obtain an optimal solution
h

x ' , when h
e

h
e hh

ff =
'

 or 
h

hef '  of objective 
hef is not 

satisfactory to the DM, return to (iii) to increase the amount to be relaxed for 

some if  ( )1
hJi ∈  at hf  if the DM wishes. Otherwise, stop when h

ee h

h

h
ff ≠'  and 

h

hef '  for objective 
hef is satisfactory to the DM he (she) providesh

eh
∆ , the larger  

the amount for 
hef  to be improved at hf , such that .0 'h

hhh e
h

e
h
e ff −≤∆<  Let 

.1 h
e

h
e

h
e hhh

ff ∆−=+  
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(v)  If
h

hh e
h

e ff '1 <+ , let 1+= hh  and return to (iii). Otherwise, let 

;'1 h

xxh =+ 1+= hh  and return to (iv) when 
h

x '  is unique optimal solution 

of the auxiliary problem (5) or let 
h

x '  be an optimal solution of the following 
 

ki ,...,2,1
min

=
kii ...,,2,1, =α  

Subject to  

                                         
.0,

,...,,2,1,)(

RGx

kfxfW

i

iii
h

i

∈<∈

≤− ∧

α

α
                                            (6)  

I f ,'1 h

hh e
h

e ff ≥+ let ,1+= hh and return to step3. 

 
Table 1. The advantages and disadvantages of ARP method, RD method, and Unified 
approach 

 
Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Attainable 
Reference 
Point 

1. It is a general method, that 
is it is applicable to any 
problem (differentiable or 
non-differentiable, convex 
or non convex). 

2. The iteration number is not 
more than the objective 
function numbers. 

3. The attainable reference 
point may be feasible or 
infeasible. 

4. The DM need not provide 
the precise attainable 
reference point in advance. 
The DM modifies his 
reference point under the 
help of the method. 

5. The resulted solution is an 
efficient solution. 

1. It does not determine the 
complete set of efficient 
solutions. 

2. At each iteration step 
through the modification of 
the reference point, the DM 
needs to solve an auxiliary 
problem to guarantee its 
attainability. 

3. The weights depend on the 
ideal point and the 
attainable reference point 
through the use of the 
Lexicographic weighted 
Tchebycheff program. 

4. Through the modification of 
the reference point, the DM 
may need to return again 
either to (ii) to increase the 
amount to be relaxed for 

some h
i Jif 1∈ , or to (i) to 

separate 1+hJ again . 
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Reference 
Direction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. The algorithm starts with a 
weak efficient solution. 

2. The solution of each 
achievement scalarizing 
problem is a feasible 
solution for the successive 
problem. 

1. In each iteration, we need to 
solve more than one 
achievement scalarizing 
problem according to the 
wishes of the DM. 

2. The stopping rule is not 
defined. It is according to the 
DM wishes. 

3. The optimal solution of each 
achievement scalarizing 
problem is a weak efficient 
solution of problem (1) and 
to obtain only efficient 
solution it is required to 
solve a single objective 
surrogate problem. 

4. It does not determine the 
complete set of efficient 
solutions. 

Unified 
Approach 
 
 
 

1. It a general method, which 
is applicable to any problem 
(differentiable or non 
differentiable, convex or 
non convex) 

2. The iteration number is 
surely less than the 
objective numbers, hence 
the computational effort 
required to get the final 
solution is considerably 
reduced where the DM 
reaches his/ her satisfactory 
solution more rapidly than 
the one obtained from the 
attainable reference point. 

3. The ARP may be feasible or 
infeasible. 

4. The DM need not provides 
the precise attainable 
reference point in advance, 
but he needs only his 
reference point under the 
help of the method.   

5. The solution is efficient. 

1. The method does not 
introduce the complete set of 
efficient solutions. 

2. Through the modification of 
the reference point the DM 
needs to solve an auxiliary 
problem to guarantee 
attainability and may need to 
return again either to step (ii) 
to increase the amount to be 
relaxed for some h

i Jif 1, ∈  

or to step (i) to separate 1+hJ  
again. 
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4. Numerical example 
Consider the following problem 

       TxfxfxZ ))(),(()(min 21=  
 Subject to 

                               
.02

,0)2()3(

21

2
2

2
1

≥−
≤−+−

xx

xx
 

where, 11 )( xxf =  and 22 )( xxf = . 
 Let us apply the steps of the unified procedure as: 
 
Step 1: Starting with ∧x  by solving the following problem: 

 
  i

i
Max λ

2,1=
  

 Subject to 

                               

.2,1,0

,02

,0)2()3(

,

,

21

2
2

2
1

22

11

=∈<
≥−

≤−+−

≤
≤

iR

xx

xx

x

x

iλ

λ
λ

 

 

Let the solution be )9967.1,0019,3(=∧x and the corresponding objective values are 

).9967,1,0019,3(=∧f  

Step 2: DM specifies an initial attainable reference point kRf ∈
−

, such that 
∧

−
> ii ff for 

every 2,1=i , that is  

0004.50004.3 1 << f  ? 5.0004,  

and 0004.49967.1 2 << f ? 4.0004.  

Then, Tf )0004.4,0004.5(= . 

Let .},,2,1{ JJJ O == Set the iteration counter 0=h , and go to step3. 
 
Step 3: Calculate the weighting vector from the following relation: 

            5004.0
1

11

1
1 =

−
= ∧ff

W , and  4991.0
1

22

1
2 =

−
= ∧ff

W  

 
Step 4: Solve the Lexicographic Weighted Tchebycheff problem with the calculating 

weights and ∧f  according to the problem (4) as 

                     }9967.10019.3,{min 21 −+− xxiα  
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          Subject to 

                      

.2,1,0,0,

,02

,0)2()3(

,9967.14991.0

,0019.35004.0

21

21

2
2

2
1

22

11

=∈≤≥
≥−

≤−+−

≤−

≤−

iRxx

xx

xx

x

x

iα

α
α

 

 

Step 5: Case1: ),0004,4,0004.5(,)0,0019.3(),0,0019.3( ** === ffx and 

)9967.1,0019.3(=∧f is the DM satisfied Y/N: Y, stop with )0,0019.3(* =x  and 

)0,0091.3(* =f as the final solution. 
 
5. Concluding remarks 
In this paper, we have suggested unified approach for solving multi- objective 
optimization problems. This approach based on the combined with the Reference 
Direction method introduced by Narula et al. [14], and the Attainable Reference Point 
(ARP) method introduced by Wang et al. [19], and adapted the Lexicographic Weighted 
Tcheycheff program. The main development we made constitutes in using the weak 
efficient solution obtained from the initial step of the reference direction method to 
improve the weights in the Lexicographic Weighted Tcheycheff program. This 
improvement reduced the number of iterations, and hence the computational effort 
required to obtain the final solution has been reduced. 
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